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We evaluate the transport properties performance of armchair graphene nanoribbons (AGNRs) with a

bio-molecule assembly as potential molecular-scale biosensors (Anthracene). The bio-molecules are

assumed to be absorbed at the edge of an AGNR, and to behave as quasi-1D systems. The transport

spectrum and density of states (DOS) are calculated using a single-band tight-binding Hamiltonian

representation, and a non-equilibrium Greens function formalism. Doping with boron and nitride

atoms and its impact on the transport properties has also been evaluated. Significant changes in

transmission and increase in DOS by 200% are observed when the Anthracene molecule is

interacting with the AGNR. Boron and Nitrogen doping allow to increase current flows at constant

voltage by 50% on average. There results suggest potential significant scope on using AGNRs for

bio-devices based on either conductance or electroluminescence. VC 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4733689]

I. INTRODUCTION

Last decade saw the discovery of superlattice mono-

layers1 and thin films of 2D honeycomb-lattice carbon

(“graphene”).2 Graphene sheets and multilayers have very

rapidly shown a significant promise for nanoelectronics and

nano electro-mechanical systems (NEMS) applications,

because of their singular combination between mechanical

and elastic properties,3–9 and unusual electronic structure.

Graphene can be also synthetized as 1D material (nanorib-

bon), with evidence of large density of states (DOS) at the

edge near the Fermi level for this specific nanostructure.10

The electronic linear spectrum and the chiral characteristic of

the electron’s wave function are unique to graphene systems,

and are responsible for the Klein tunneling effect11,12

observed in graphene heterojunctions.13 Conductivity is

another property which assumes in graphene systems a pecu-

liar aspect. Graphene with impurities tend to have typical dis-

tances of the doping with a similar order of magnitude of the

de Broglie wavelength of electrons, making graphene highly

conductive but disordered metals, with the behaviour of the

electrons depending on metal contacts, surfaces, and quantum

mechanical interference.14 Moreover, different quantization

rules have been identified for pure (undoped) graphene nano-

ribbons (GNRs) with zigzag15 and, in particular, for armchair

edges.16,17 The influence of quantum effects external to the

graphene nanoribbon is a mechanism that several authors

have identified for potential breakthrough in mass sensors18,19

design, both theoretical,20,21 and experimental.22

In this article, we study the effect of organic molecule

adsorption on the transport of single layer GNRs in a two-

probe configuration. In particular, armchair GNR (AGNR)

with quasi-one dimensional organic-fragment is considered

here. We choose linear polyaromatic hydrocarbons such as

Anthracene (Ref. Fig. 1). Understanding their interaction

with GNRs will help to understand how full organic or bio-

fragments/proteins (which are too complex to be presently

simulated by the state-of-the-art ab initio techniques used

here) interact with AGNRs. These molecules could be useful

to simulate the effects on the electronic transport of AGNRs,

for development of graphene based sensor devices. Some

groups have made progress necessary towards experimental

demonstration of graphene nanoribbon based sensors.

Kosynkin et al.23 obtained graphene nanoribbons by longitu-

dinal unzipping of carbon nanotubes. Along this line, a laser-

induced unzipping of carbon nanotubes to yield graphene

nanoribbons was proposed by Kumar et al.24 Cai et al.25 pro-

posed an atomically precise bottom-up fabrication technique

for graphene nanoribbons. Synthesis of high-quality gra-

phene nanoribbons was also proposed by Jiao et al.26 and

Doessel et al.27 Talyzin et al.28 synthesised graphene nano-

ribbons encapsulated in single-walled carbon nanotubes.

These works make it possible to use graphene nanoribbons

as nanoscale sensor by utilising its electronic properties.

In our earlier study,20 it has been shown that zigzag edged

GNR (ZGNR) has a very large density of states at the Fermi

level, which is attributed to the localized edge-states having

nonbonding character. These peculiar electronic properties

significantly affect their transport properties. However, it is

shown in the paper that AGNR (Ref. 29) has near zero density

of states at the Fermi level, which can, however, be modified

by impurities or chemical functionalization. It can be pointed

out that, ZGNR-based system, I-V characteristics is significant

even at lower bias (V ¼ 0� 0:2), whereas for AGNR-based

system this is negligible. Furthermore, it can also be observed

that, ZGNR-based system shows clear indication about nega-

tive differential resistance, whereas for AGNR-based system

we do not find such characteristics.

II. MODELLING AND SIMULATION

Geometry relaxations and electronic structures of the

AGNR and the hybrid system of AGNR with attached
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organic molecule are calculated by using density functional

theory (DFT) using Atomistix ToolKit (ATK).30 In our trans-

port calculations, the exchange-correlation potential is

described by the local density approximation (LDA).31

Troullier Martins non-local pseudo potential32 are used to

model core electrons, and valence electrons are expanded in

a SIESTA (Ref. 33) localized basis set. The C–C and C–H

bond lengths are set to be 1.42 and 1.1 Å, respectively. All

atomic positions are fully relaxed with a force tolerance of

0.001 eV/Å. The system is analyzed with 1� 1� 300

uniformly spaced k-points (300 k-points in transport direction).

We performed convergence study with respect to k-points

sampling. For this purpose, the setup is increased by increas-

ing the k-points in transport direction up to 500; however,

there is no change in transmission spectrum. The self-

consistent calculations are performed with a mixing rate set to

0.01 and the convergent criterion for total energy is 10�5 eV.

The use of basis set in the ab initio simulations has signif-

icant effect on the results, as demonstrated in Refs. 34–36.

Due to this fact, first we performed bare ZNRs, where we

repeated the simulations using the double-f, and single-f basis

sets. It was found that the difference between the relative cur-

rent changes predicted by the double-f and the single-f basis

sets is not significant in the range of the bias used. In our cal-

culations, single-f polarized basis set is used and the mesh

cutoff is set to be 150 Ry to save computational time. More-

over, ATK uses periodic boundary conditions in the directions

transverse to the transport direction. To assure that no signifi-

cant interaction occurs between the actual simulation box and

its repeated images, as was previously pointed out,37 we used

vacuum pad of >10 Å in the x and y directions. It is also noted

that vacuum padding is needed to allow electrostatic interac-

tions to decay for systems. The size of the simulation box is

increased in the transverse direction till the relative changes in

the calculated current are observed as �1%. The transport

mechanism38 of the system is studied using DFT based non-

equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism. Using

NEGF theory, the transmission coefficients can obtained as

TðEÞ ¼ trð!RGC!LGþC Þ: (1)

Here the subscripts C, L, and R used to denote central scat-

tering, left, and right electrodes, respectively. GC and !LðRÞ

denote the corresponding Greens functions and imaginary

parts of the self-energies, respectively. The current passing

through the scattering central region is calculated by the

Landauer formula39

IðVÞ ¼ 2e

h

ðlR

lL

�
f ðE� lLÞ � f ðE� lRÞ

�
TðEÞ dE: (2)

Here lL and lR are the chemical potential of left and right

electrodes, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Ttemp is the tempera-

ture, f ðE� lÞ ¼ 1=f1þ expbE� l=kBTtempcg is the Fermi

Dirac distribution function, and TðEÞ is the transmission func-

tion. Following are program parameters used in the present

analyses: (i) Iteration mixing parameter: Algorithm¼ Pulay

and diagonal mixing parameter¼ 0.1; (ii) basis set parame-

ters: Type¼ single-f polarized, radial sampling¼ 0.001 Bohr,

energy shift¼ 0.001 Ry, Delta rinn¼ 0.8, v0¼ 40.0 Ry and

split norm¼ 0.15; (iii) Iteration control parameters:

Tolerance¼ 10�5, Criterion¼ total energy and max

steps¼ 500; (iv) two probe algorithm parameters: Electrode

constraint¼ off and initial density type¼ equivalent bulk; (v)

Energy contour integral parameters: Circle points¼ 30, Inte-

gral lower bound¼ 3 Ry, Fermi line points¼ 10, Fermi func-

tion poles¼ 4, real axis infinitesimal¼ 0.01 eV and real axis

point density¼ 0.02 eV; (vi) Two center integral parameters:

Cutoff¼ 2500.0 Ry and points¼ 1024.

In the present study, we choose linear polyaromatic

hydrocarbons Anthracene ðC14H10Þ (Ref. Fig. 1), which is

essentially a molecular organic semiconductor. It is a solid

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon consisting of three fused

benzene rings and can be used as a scintillator for detectors

of high energy photons, electrons and alpha particles.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. System of armchair graphene ribbon

We calculated the system properties of bare AGNR and

AGNR with attached bio-objects. The band structure

energy (BSE), i.e., the sum of the energies of all states

weighted with their respective occupation for bare AGNR

is found as �1548.21 eV, whereas for AGNR with attached

bio-objects, it is about �1946.59 eV. The calculated charge

FIG. 1. Schematic configuration of a two-probe

system for an armchair nanoribbon of ten unit cells

in length with attached molecule. The configuration

is divided into three regions: left electrode, right

electrode, and central scattering region. Attached

organic-fragment is Anthracene (C14H10), which is

essentially an organic semiconductor. It is a solid

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon consisting of three

fused benzene rings and used as a scintillator for

detectors of high energy photons, electrons, and

alpha particles.
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of bare AGNR is about 175.96q (where q is the electronic

charge), compared to a charge of 219.94q in the case of

AGNR with attached bio-objects. Fig. 2 compares the esti-

mated transmission for the bare AGNR with bio-object

attached in AGNR. Here, T represents the sum of the proba-

bilities of transmission between the two electrodes for dif-

ferent eigenchannels. Since in the absence of tunneling, no

transmission can occur in the energy window between the

quasi-Fermi levels of the electrodes, the transmission coef-

ficient in this window is essentially zero. The energy refer-

ence is at the Fermi energy. It is clear that the AGNR

exhibits semiconducting behavior. The states contributing

to the conduction have a range of energy of about 60.2 eV

in this case. A similar characteristic for bare graphene has

been reported in a recent study.20 Now we explain the

mechanism of transport phenomenon for an explanation for

the features of the (I � V) characteristics.

As the applied bias is increased and exceed the band-

gap free states of the right electrode become available and

then starts contributing to the electrode-electrode tunneling.

This mechanism makes sudden increase in the current when

V � 0:3. The effect of hydrocarbon attachment on the con-

ductance of the AGNR considered here is summarized in

Fig. 3. It is clear that in all the cases the current increases

with bias. It is interesting to note that our results for the

interaction between hydrocarbons and semiconducting rib-

bons demonstrate a clear increase in the conductance

(G ¼ I=V) of semiconducting ribbons. The inset figures of

Fig. 3 show significant increase in the I � V curves of

AGNR and AGNR with attached organic-molecules. For the

semiconducting-AGNR system, there exists almost zero cur-

rent plateau with a threshold voltage V � 0:3 as shown in

Fig. 3. This phenomenon originates from the semiconducting

states observed by state gap in Fig. 2(b), because an electron

at the highest valance can jump to the Fermi energy and take

part into the role of transport mechanism when its absorbed

energy as V � 0:3. Similar phenomenon can be observed in

Ref. 40. It is found that the transmission TðE;VÞ contributing

to the current always rests at near unity for applied bias

0� 0:3 V. However, we did not find any non-linearity in the

I-V for the case considered in this study. Similar characteris-

tics are also observed for other AGNR system.41

FIG. 2. Comparison of (a) transmission for bare (5, 5) AGNR with AGNR attached bio-object, as a function of energy at equilibrium. The calculation was per-

formed at ambient temperature, T¼ 300 K. The band structure energy for bare AGNR is found as �1548.21 eV, whereas for AGNR with attached organic mol-

ecule, this increases to �1946.59 eV. At the energy range of about 60.2 eV, there is one conducting channel which results in a unit transmission coefficient;

and (b) density of states for the bare (5, 5) AGNR and the same AGNR with attached polyaromatic hydrocarbons.

FIG. 3. I�V characteristics for the bare AGNR (5, 5) of nine unit cells in

length and the same AGNR with attached polyaromatic hydrocarbons. The

inset figures show increase in current.
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1. Effect of doping

In this section, we examined the effect of doping on

AGNR with attached bio-object. The BSE for boron doped

at the centre is found as �1824.91 eV, whereas for doped at

the edge, it is about �1842.39 eV. Clearly there is no signifi-

cant difference in band energies. However, compared to the

un-doped system, the band energy of the doped system

reduces to about 120 eV. Similarly, for nitrogen doping at

the centre the BSE is found as �2059.28 eV, whereas for

doping at the edge, it is about �2017.97 eV. This clearly

demonstrates that, nitrogen doping increases the band energy

about 110 eV. Fig. 4 shows the I � V characteristics of the

(5, 5) ribbon with an attached bio-objet, both boron and

nitrogen doping. We observe the same trend of the current

with increasing bias as mentioned above. We notice that the

effect of the edge doping has a strictly increasing pattern,

whereas for central doping current is virtually bias independ-

ent from V ¼ 0:0 to V ¼ 0:2 and the numerical value of the

current is almost tends to zero. When V exceeds 0.2, the cur-

rent starts to increase with the applied bias. The effect of

doping on the density of states is summarized in Fig. 5. It

can be observed that the doping of nitrogen at ribbon edge is

significantly higher than others. This may be attributed that

edge nitrogen is able to inject more states into the system.

The calculated charge of central and edge doping due to bo-

ron is about 218.87q and 218.86q, respectively, whereas, due

to nitrogen doping it is about 220.98q and 220.99q, respec-

tively. Fig. 6 compares the estimated transmission coefficient

for the bare AGNR with bio-object attached in AGNR with

doping. It can be observed that edge-doping with nitrogen

provides higher current than its central-doping counterpart.

Similarly, central-doping with boron provides higher current
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FIG. 4. I–V characteristics (a) for boron and (b) nitrogen doped at centre and edge of AGNR with attached polyaromatic hydrocarbon.
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FIG. 5. Density of states (a) for boron and (b) nitrogen doped at centre and edge of AGNR with attached polyaromatic hydrocarbon.
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than its edge-doping counterpart. For nitrogen doping, the

calculated substitution energy at edge is less than that of cen-

tral position. This clearly indicates that an energetic prefer-

ence of nitrogen is at the edge position. Therefore, the

required energy to overcome a Coulomb blockade for the

system with nitrogen at edge-doping provides more current.

Furthermore, this may be attributed to the fact that edge

nitrogen is able to inject more states into the system. Similar

argument can be made for boron-doped system. For the case

of boron doping, the corresponding substitution energy at

central position is less than that of edge position. Therefore,

it can be argued that central doping with boron provides

most energetically favorable configuration.

We observe that for V ¼ 0� 0:1 current is always line-

arly increasing in all cases. We notice that the effect of the

edge doping has a strictly increasing pattern, whereas the

central doping current has similar trend for from V ¼ 0 to

V ¼ 0:1 for nitrogen doped system. For boron doped system,

central doping current is virtually bias independent from

V ¼ 0 to V ¼ 0:1. It can also be observed that, for nitrogen

doped system, current transmission due to edge doping is

much greater compared to the undoped system at V � 0:3. In

contrast, central doping makes a reduction in current trans-

mission. For small applied voltage, however, the transmis-

sion of current in the doped system is always lower than

the undoped system. This may be attributed to the fact that

edge nitrogen is able to inject more states into the system

(see Fig. 5(b)).

The calculations of DOS have suggested that boron

doped grapheme has weak interaction at near Fermi level

between the molecules and the graphene. Such weak interac-

tions are evident in their DOS structures (Fig. 5(a)), which

show little change. The contribution of the Anthracene elec-

tronic levels on boron doped system is localized between

�0.6 and �0.25 eV in the valence bands for central doping,

which is just above the Fermi level. Due to this, it is

expected to increase the conductance and evidenced by Fig.

4(a). With edge doping, DOS for the systems is localized

between �0.8 and �0.45 eV in the valence bands, which is

away from the Fermi level. Similarly, for nitrogen doped

system localization occurs around Fermi level and between

0.4 and 0.7 eV (conduction band) with edge doping. This

peak indicates that the system is strongly metallic and a sig-

nificant increase in conductivity compared to the undoped

system is expected. The change in the DOS, especially the

area near the Fermi level, is expected to bring about obvious

changes in the corresponding electronic properties. There-

fore, it is concluded from Fig. 5 that boron doping at central

position and nitrogen doping at edge are suitable for sensing

applications of bio-molecules.

Present results suggest that the doped graphene exhibit

much improved sensing properties than the undoped graph-

eme. It is worth noting that the strong binding between the

chemical modification of graphene and certain molecules

may also bring about some drawbacks. For example, strong

binding implies that the removal of chemisorption of the bio-

molecules from the doped graphene could be difficult and

the devices may suffer from longer recovery times. Finally,

it can be pointed out that graphene-based sensor device is

still in its early stages and much work is needed before it

may compete with the many currently available sensors. A

fundamental understanding of the binding phenomena of dif-

ferent bio-molecules on graphene is essential to explore this

new field.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we demonstrated that AGNRs show a clear

change in conductance in response to the attachment of aro-

matic molecule. We also studied the effect of doping on the

energy states as well transport properties of GNR with

attached bio-objects. There exist different transport mecha-

nisms depending on the applied bias. This type of structures

seems to be useful to describe, qualitatively, the effects on

the transport properties of AGNR when aromatic molecules

attached to the ribbon edges. The energy states and
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FIG. 6. Comparison of transmission (a) for boron and (b) nitrogen doped at centre and edge of AGNR with attached polyaromatic hydrocarbon.
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transmission of the AGNR suggests that AGNR can be used

as a spectrograph sensor device. Additionally, significant

effect of doping on these quasi-one dimensional system can

be observed in the transmission spectrum. Based on these

results, one may propose an extended and more detailed

study of these nanostructures acting as nano-sensor devices.

An interesting task would be to investigate the effect of large

number of molecules randomly distributed along the ribbon

edges on transport properties of these hybrid systems. A sys-

tematic analysis following this line may be useful to deter-

mine the type and concentration of foreign entities which

could be detected with these kinds of structures.
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